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Charge carrier dynamics and reaction
intermediates in heterogeneous photocatalysis by
time-resolved spectroscopies
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Sunlight as the most abundant renewable energy holds the promise to make our society sustainable.

However, due to its low power density and intermittence, efficient conversion and storage of solar

energy as a clean fuel are crucial. Apart from solar fuel synthesis, sunlight can also be used to drive

other reactions including organic conversion and air/water purification. Given such potential of

photocatalysis, the past few decades have seen a surge in the discovery of photocatalysts. However, the

current photocatalytic efficiency is still very moderate. To address this challenge, it is important to

understand fundamental factors that dominate the efficiency of a photocatalytic process to enable the

rational design and development of photocatalytic systems. Many recent studies highlighted transient

absorption spectroscopy (TAS) and time-resolved infrared (TRIR) spectroscopy as powerful approaches

to characterise charge carrier dynamics and reaction pathways to elucidate the reasons behind low

photocatalytic efficiencies, and to rationalise photocatalytic activities exhibited by closely related

materials. Accordingly, as a fast-moving area, the past decade has witnessed an explosion in reports on

charge carrier dynamics and reaction mechanisms on a wide range of photocatalytic materials. This

critical review will discuss the application of TAS and TRIR in a wide range of heterogeneous

photocatalytic systems, demonstrating the variety of ways in which these techniques can be used to

understand the correlation between materials design, charge carrier behaviour, and photocatalytic

activity. Finally, it provides a comprehensive outlook for potential developments in the area of time-

resolved spectroscopies with an aim to provide design strategies for photocatalysts.
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1. Introduction

To make our society sustainable, considerable effort has been
focused on the development of renewable energy technologies.
Sunlight is the only primary energy resource on the planet and
has the potential to meet the increasing energy demands.
However, due to the low power density and intermittence of
sunlight, not only does it have to be efficiently converted, but it
is also important to store the converted energy in the form of
clean chemical fuels in order to effectively meet different types
of energy demands.

Photocatalysis has a wide range of applications including
production of solar fuels,1–3 organic upgrade,4–6 and air and
water purification.7–9 Regardless of homogenous or heterogeneous
photocatalysis, the first step in photocatalysis is photon absorption
resulting in photoexcited charges, which migrate to surface reactive
sites in the case of heterogeneous photocatalysis, followed by
interfacial charge transfer of the photoexcited electron/hole to the
chemical species to be reduced/oxidised. Charge recombination is
a key process limiting the solar conversion efficiency. In hetero-
geneous photocatalysis the diffusion length is also important,
which determines the fraction of charge carriers generated in the
bulk that are capable of reaching the surface to participate in the
photocatalytic reactions. Furthermore, the reaction pathway is also
significant, which not only determines the reaction efficiency but
also controls the product selectivity.10

A variety of techniques have been applied to understand
charge carrier dynamics and its impact on photocatalytic
activity. Among these technologies, time-resolved infrared
(TRIR) spectroscopy and transient absorption spectroscopy
(TAS) have been extensively used to obtain information such
as charge recombination kinetics over timescales from femto-
seconds to seconds. For instance, the charge carrier dynamics
in carbon nitride (CNx) heterojunctions was investigated using
time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) and TAS by Godin
et al., where the emissive states could be detected and the

authors found that the application of TRPL faced problems
from the low photoluminescence quantum yield of CNx.11,12

Very recently, a review also discussed the in situ TAS of
semiconductor nanostructures using copper oxide and dye-
sensitized TiO2 as exemplar photocatalytic systems.13 The TRIR
studies on photocatalytic processes were also reviewed
recently.14 Therefore, TAS and TRIR are two powerful methods
to characterise two continuous and interlinked steps –
dynamics of charge carriers and their reactions with reactants.
Understanding the charge dynamics and intermediate steps is
critical for providing a solid foundation for the rational design-
ing of future photocatalysts. As such, a variety of time-resolved
techniques have been developed to characterize charge carrier
dynamics in photo-responsive systems. A comparison of the
large repertoire of available techniques (including TRPL, TAS,
TRIR, time-resolved Raman, etc.) has been provided in a recent
review by us,15 in which it has been pointed out that techniques
involving electrical measurements generally have low time-
resolution in the order of microseconds to seconds, whilst
techniques that use electromagnetic radiation to probe the
charge carrier behavior can provide complementary information
to one another (analogous to the use of the static counterparts of
the time-resolved techniques). In particular, TAS and TRIR
results could be utilized to unravel the reaction mechanisms
by providing the characteristic spectra of the intermediates of
interest, as well as by offering the kinetic information related
to the photocatalytic process. For example one type of charge,
e.g. electrons, disappears together with the other type of charge,
e.g. holes, as a result of which the reactant is reduced rather than
being oxidized. The analysis could also be complemented by
TRIR and theory calculations.

Given such significance of TAS and TRIR in directing
the design of photocatalysts, this critical review will discuss
contributions from both TAS and TRIR to the current progress
in understanding key events in heterogenous photocatalytic
systems, and key factors that affect photocatalytic efficiency.
Metal oxides have consistently been the most prevalent type
of photocatalyst, whilst polymer photocatalysts have been
receiving increasing research attention due to their advantage
of synthetic versatility, which allows their photocatalytic proper-
ties to be enhanced through rational molecular designing.
Thus heterogeneous photocatalysts including metal oxides and
polymers will be focused on in the discussions as the materials
of interest. Although TiO2 is discussed in depth as the most
commonly studied and exemplar metal oxide, visible-driven
metal oxides including WO3, hematite, and BiVO4 will be dis-
cussed and compared with TiO2 as they are photocatalysts of
wide interest. For polymeric materials, carbon nitride will be
discussed in depth as the exemplar benchmark polymeric photo-
catalyst. Other polymers including covalent organic frameworks
(COFs) and metal organic frameworks (MOFs) will also be
discussed as they present strong potential to be efficient photo-
catalysts due to their diverse porous structures and ease of
modification. The way in which cocatalysts have been studied
using time-resolved spectroscopy will also be outlined. Furthermore,
the interactions between photoexcited charges and chemical
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reactants will be discussed. Detailed background of both the
system components and physical interpretation of TAS signals
have been reviewed previously,15 therefore will not be covered
here. The study of homogeneous photocatalysis using time-
resolved spectroscopy methods is also outside the scope of the
current article, but has been reviewed elsewhere.16

2. Fundamentals of TAS and TRIR

Both TAS and TRIR can be classified as time-resolved spectro-
scopic techniques. A general introduction to time-resolved
spectroscopic techniques can be found elsewhere15,17 and will
not be recapitulated here. There are a few articles focusing on
the basics of TAS15,18 and TRIR.19 Here, we briefly review the
similarities and differences between TAS and TRIR. Both are
pump–probe techniques, in which a sample is photoexcited
by an electromagnetic pulse (the ‘‘pump’’), then the photo-
induced changes are monitored as a function of time using an
electromagnetic ‘‘probe’’. When the probe has wavelengths
in the visible and near-IR (NIR) regions, the technique is
commonly referred to as TAS, whilst when the probe is in the
mid-IR region, the technique is commonly referred to as TRIR.
Due to the lower energy probe in TRIR compared to that in TAS,
TRIR is more sensitive to free/shallow-trapped charge carriers,
while TAS signals usually have more contribution from deep
trapped charge carriers. A diagrammatic representation of
different transitions corresponding to absorptive signals from
different types of charge carriers can be found in one related
review.15 Spectroscopic characteristics of different types of
charge carriers and their contribution to the performance of
widely studied photocatalysts will be further discussed in later
sections.

The set-up of TAS and TRIR systems is very similar – both
include an electromagnetic ‘‘pump’’ and ‘‘probe’’, a mechanism
for controlling the time-difference between the pump and the
probe (i.e. the ‘‘time-delay’’), and detectors for measuring the
probe intensity. Two commonly employed TAS/TRIR setups are
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) illustrates a typical
setup for achieving time-resolutions down to the ns–ms time-
scale, where a continuous-wave visible or IR radiation is used as
the probe. Fig. 1(b) illustrates a typical setup for achieving time-
resolutions down to the fs–ps timescale, where a visible or IR
probe is pulsed for ultrafast (rps) measurements. The main
differences between TAS and TRIR set-ups are the optics used to
direct probe radiation, and the detectors used to measure the
probe intensity. Silicon-based detectors are frequently used in
TAS for monitoring the intensity of the visible probe,18,20,21

whilst mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detectors are com-
monly used in TRIR for monitoring the intensity of the mid-IR
probe.22,23 In either case, the detector can be single-pixeled
(for detecting one probe wavelength at a time) or multi-pixeled
(for detecting many different probe wavelengths at the same time).

In instruments that use pulsed-detection, usually optical
delay lines (mechanical delay stages) are used to achieve
time-delays spanning fs–ns timescales, whilst phase-shifting

methods can be used to achieve ps–ns time-delays, and pulse-
picking and multiple-probe methods are typically used to extend
the range of ultrafast instruments to 4ns timescales.21,24–28 In
TAS/TRIR, the intensity of the visible/IR probe passing through
the sample with and without photoexcitation is detected, from
which the change in absorption (DA) caused by photoexcitation
can be calculated. The transient signal generally has contribu-
tion from multiple components. Excited state absorption (ESA,
DA 4 0) arises when the photoexcited state of a material absorbs
more probe light than the ground state. In the case of TRIR,
positive ESA signals are also expected if the frequencies of the
vibrational modes of a material in its excited state differ from
those of the ground state.29 On the other hand, a negative
change in absorption (DA o 0) will be observed when stimulated
emission (SE) and/or ground-state bleach (GSB) dominates.
In the case of TRIR, negative DA is also expected if the vibrational
frequencies of the excited states differ from those of the ground
state. For more in-depth background on TAS and TRIR, the
reader is advised to refer to other reviews.15,18,19,28,30,31

The range of charge carrier processes (electron and hole
transfer kinetics) is very diverse as indicated in Fig. 2. In the
frame of inorganic semiconductor materials, the light-driven
charge transfer processes are nearly orthogonal (Fig. 2a and b).
In transition metal-based photosensitizers or organic semi-
conductors (Fig. 2c), processes such as intersystem crossing
and the formation of long-lived excited triplet states could be
involved.

Fig. 1 Simplified schematic illustration of the ways in which time-delays
can be controlled in a transient absorption setup, using (a) an optical delay
line to delay the pump pulses (time-delay labelled as tODL), (b) a phase
shifter or delay generator to delay the trigger signal for emitting pump
pulses (time-delay labelled as tps), (c) a multiple-probe scheme to measure
multiple delays per excitation event (time-delay labelled as ti), and (d)
pulse-picking methods to select appropriate trigger signals for emitting
pump and probe pulses (time-delay labelled as tpp). Blue and green
colours, respectively, indicate optical components/output associated with
the pump and probe, orange colour highlights the component used to
control time-delays, and gray indicates electrical signals. In (a), the pump
and probe light originate from the same laser in a classical fs-setup, but are
shown here as two separate sources for clarity, and the orange double-
headed arrow represents the mechanical freedom of the optical delay line
that allows different time-delays to be achieved. In (d), ‘‘n’’ is an integer as
pulses can only be selected in steps of the clock frequency ‘‘t’’. Synchro-
nisation and other timing details have been omitted to improve clarity of
the diagrams, and because the details differ from setup to setup.32
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3. Charge carrier dynamics measured
by TAS

As discussed by Haisch et al., TAS has been useful for measuring
important events in photocatalysis including charge carrier trap-
ping, charge transfer between semiconductors and co-catalysts,
charge separation at heterojunctions, recombination kinetics,
and interfacial charge transfer between the photocatalyst and
chemical reactants.33 The present review complements the review
by Haisch et al.33 and our previous review15 in that the former
review focused on different applications of ultrafast (sub-ns) and
ns–ms TAS in characterising photocatalysts, while our earlier
review is useful for readers seeking to assign physical meaning
to the TAS data, whereas this section is tailored to facilitate
readers understand the common TAS characteristics of typical
heterogenous materials, some key events that can be monitored
using TAS, and more importantly the behaviour of photoexcited
charges on representative catalysts and the correlation between
this information and photocatalytic performance.

It is worth noting that early studies using TAS were usually
referred to as ‘‘flash photolysis’’ experiments. However, the term
TAS will be used throughout the present review. Common hetero-
geneous photocatalysts include metal oxides and more recently
polymeric materials. Both types of materials will be reviewed.

3.1 Intrinsic characteristics of charge carriers in metal oxides

TiO2 was the first metal oxide reported to be capable of
photocatalytic water splitting in 1972.34 Since then, there have

been many studies on TiO2 and other metal oxide photocatalysts.
Thus there are numerous reviews on TiO2 photocatalysis,35–39

and this field continues to receive significant research interest.
Although many other metal oxides have been investigated for
various photocatalytic reactions, TiO2 still remains the most
widely studied material. Given this, there are many studies on
the fundamentals of photocatalysis by TiO2. Numerous literature
reports also detailed charge carrier dynamics in TiO2-based
photocatalysts using a range of time-resolved spectroscopic
techniques.35,38,39 Building on these significant literature
reports, the present article focuses on TAS of representative
metal oxide photocatalysts including TiO2, WO3, haematite,
and BiVO4.

The earliest study using TAS to characterise TiO2 was reported
by Duonghong et al. using viologen (MV2+) as an electron
acceptor and thiocyanate (SCN�) as a hole acceptor.40 The
formation of the reduction and oxidation products (MV+ and
(SCN)2

�, respectively) was monitored using their characteristic
absorption peaks in the visible region.40 Other pioneering
studies41,42 also concentrated on visible absorption signals due
to chemical intermediates and products formed as a result of
photocatalysis, while neglected absorption due to photoexcited
charge carriers, which was extensively investigated by later
studies and is the focus of this review due to their strong
correlation with observed photocatalytic activities.

One of the earliest studies that directly tracked the
behaviour of photoexcited charge carriers was reported by
Rothenberger et al. in 1985.43 A colloidal TiO2 dispersion at pH
2.7 was found to exhibit a broad peak around 620 nm in its
transient absorption (TA) spectrum, attributed to trapped elec-
trons. The peak remained at 620 nm from 20 ps up to the
observation limit of 5 ns. As the TA spectrum fully resembled
that of trapped electrons at 20 ps, it was concluded that electron
trapping occurred within 20 ps after photoexcitation.43 Later
studies also attributed the TAS signal at 620 nm to trapped
electrons in TiO2, and used the signal rise time to estimate that
photogenerated electrons become trapped over timescales shorter
than hundreds of fs.44,45

To obtain distinct fingerprints, hole scavengers such as
alcohols have repeatedly been used to obtain the absorption
spectra of photoexcited electrons in TiO2, whilst electron
scavengers such as Pt (deposited onto TiO2 surface) have been
used to obtain the absorption spectra of photoexcited
holes.42,46–48 It is noted that the TA spectra and their assignment
differ slightly from work to work. Apparent discrepancies
between different studies could be attributed to the sensitivity
of TA spectra to conditions such as pH, surface conditions, and
particle size.46,47 In addition, experimental parameters such as
excitation wavelength may also contribute to some apparent
discrepancies between different studies. Although it is generally
difficult to make precise comparisons between different studies,
some recurring features can nonetheless be observed. For
example, in the case of anatase TiO2, photoexcited electrons
have been found to be characterised by a broad peak around
650–750 nm and a signal that monotonously increases towards
longer wavelengths,42,46–48 whilst photoexcited holes are reportedly

Fig. 2 Illustration of the key processes of photocatalysis in a particle
photocatalyst: (i) exciton generation, (ii) charge carrier separation and
diffusion to surface reactive sites, and (iii) electron/hole reduction/oxida-
tion of an electron acceptor (A)/donor (D); (b) detailed electron/hole
pathways of important processes in photocatalysis: (1) photoexcitation of
an electron from VB to CB, leaving a hole in the VB, (2) rapid thermal
relaxation of electron/hole to CBM/VBM, and (3) thermodynamically driven
transfer of electron/hole from photocatalyst to reactants. Note: in both (a)
and (b), recombination has also been shown (dashed lines). (c) Schematic
illustrations of charge transfer and upconversion mechanisms combined with
a triplet–triplet annihilation process in an organic or dye-sensitised system.
Reproduced from ref. 63 with permission from Springer, copyright 2021.
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characterised by a broad peak around 400–500 nm.42,46,47,49

Representative TA spectra for anatase TiO2 are shown in Fig. 3A.
Generally, deep trapped charge carriers in anatase TiO2 exhibit
transient absorption peaks, whilst free/shallow charge carriers
do not have distinctive spectral peaks. As trapping reduces the
oxidation/reduction potential of photoexcited holes/electrons, it is
reasonable to expect free/shallow charges to be more reactive than
deep trapped charges. Indeed, it has been reported that deeply
trapped holes are unreactive, whilst free/shallow holes are the
primary species responsible for oxidation reactions.49 However,

another study found that trapped electrons and holes reacted
immediately but free electrons only reacted slowly with scavenger
molecules (attributed to trap sites being distributed mainly on
the surface).47 These observations highlight the importance of the
interplay between different competing factors contributing to the
overall reactivity of photoexcited charges.

Interestingly, the TA spectra of WO3 in the presence of
chemical scavengers reported by Pesci et al.50 are similar to
those of TiO2. In the presence of scavengers, the TA spectrum
for WO3 (Fig. 3B) shows striking similarity to the TA spectrum
for anatase TiO2 (Fig. 3A). However, in contrast to the previously
discussed rps charge trapping times observed for TiO2, the TA
signals (monitored at 630 nm) for WO3 colloids in ethanol have
been reported to continuously rise as a function of time up to
the ns timescale, taken to be indicative of slow electron trap-
ping after hole scavenging by ethanol.51 Interestingly, a broad
peak around 600–650 nm superimposed on the monotonously
increasingly signal was observed by Bedja et al.51 over ps–ns
timescales for photoexcited WO3 colloids in ethanol. This broad
peak was absent in the spectra observed by Pesci et al.50 over ms–
ms timescales for WO3 in methanol (Fig. 3(Ba)). This might
suggest that trapped electrons responsible for the broad peak
undergo faster recombination than electrons responsible for the
monotonously increasing signal. Alternatively, it might be the
case that surface states are responsible for the broad peak, which
can be expected to be prominent in the WO3 colloids used by
Bedja et al.51 but insignificant in the WO3 films used by Pesci
et al.50 due to low surface area.

Different from TiO2 and WO3, the TA spectrum of hematite
has been repeatedly studied using electrical bias rather than
the chemical scavenger methods. A sharp positive peak around
570–580 nm in the TA spectrum of hematite has been repeatedly
assigned to photoexcited holes using the electrical bias
methods.52–54 Furthermore, Pendlebury et al. found that under
a +0.4 V bias (vs. Ag/AgCl), the lifetime of the TA decay monitored
at 580 nm was extended from the ms-timescale (for �0.1 V bias)
to 3 seconds, and the addition of methanol reduced this
lifetime to 400 ms. The positive peak around 580 nm was thus
assigned to holes that are surface active.54 However, the TA
spectra reported for hematite also vary between different litera-
ture reports, and the distinctive positive peak between 550 and
600 nm was not always observed.55,56 Typical TA spectra with the
distinctive positive peak reported for hematite are shown in
Fig. 3(C).

The TA spectrum of BiVO4 is similar to that of hematite. A
distinctive positive peak near the bandgap has often been
reported and attributed to photoexcited holes.57–59 Typical TA
spectrum reported for BiVO4 is shown in Fig. 3D. However, for
both BiVO4 and hematite, there is strong evidence that the
positive TA feature near the bandgap was due to the heating
effects.58–61 Thermal difference spectra for hematite and BiVO4

are compared to their TA spectra, shown in Fig. 3(C) and (D),
respectively, from which striking similarities can be observed.
We recently pointed out that these literature assignments could
be reconciled if the near-bandgap positive feature was attributed
to polarons, which could be generated through heat, electrical

Fig. 3 Transient absorption (TA) spectra of metal oxides. (A) Anatase TiO2,
(Aa)46 recorded 20 ms after excitation in the presence of a methanol hole
scavenger (triangles – fingerprint of photoexcited electrons), a deposited
Pt electron scavenger in argon (squares – fingerprint of photoexcited
holes), and in the absence of scavengers (circles), and (Ab)47 recorded 1 ms
after excitation in the presence of N2-saturated heavy water (solid circles –
contain spectral contributions from both electrons and holes), along with
normalised electron absorption recorded in the steady-state in the
presence of N2-saturated CD3OD after 30 mins UV irradiation (solid line),
and their difference spectrum (open circles) representative of absorption
due to photoexcited holes. Also shown for comparison are TA spectra for
(B)60 WO3 film, (Ba)50 after excitation in the presence of a methanol hole
scavenger and (Bb)50 in the presence of a AgNO3 electron scavenger;
(C) hematite film and (D)61 BiVO4 at a time-delay of 2 ns. Comparison of
panels (Aa) and (Ab) demonstrates that the TA spectra of the same material
can be broadly similar across different literature reports, but slight differ-
ences exist due to variations in experimental conditions and sample
characteristics. The absorption due to photoexcited electrons in both
TiO2 (A) and WO3 (Ba) increases with increasing wavelength, whilst the
absorption due to photoexcited holes in both TiO2 (A) and WO3 (Bb)
exhibits a peak o500 nm. Hematite (C) and BiVO4 (D) both exhibit a
characteristic absorption peak near the bandgap that is not observed for
TiO2 (A) and WO3 (B), but this characteristic TA peak is strikingly similar to
the thermal difference spectrum for both materials. Reproduced from ref.
46, 47, 50 and 61 with permission from American Chemical Society,
copyright 2008, 2004, 2011 and 2018, respectively.
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bias, or photoexcitation.15 As charge carriers are consumed
through recombination, the distorted lattice also relaxes back
to its ground-state with corresponding kinetics.15 Therefore
particular care needs to be taken to assign these TAS signals.

Once the absorption characteristics/fingerprints of photo-
excited electrons and holes are identified, it is possible to track the
behaviour of photoexcited charge carriers. The decay of TA signals
can often be interpreted as electron–hole recombination.43,44,46

Rothenberger et al. found that when the charge carrier concen-
tration in TiO2 particles was high, the TA decay was well-
described by second-order kinetics. However, when the charge
carrier concentration was very low, the decay became first
order.43 This can be understood as when the average number
of charge carrier is r1 pair per particle, recombination is
geminate, therefore well-described by first-order kinetics.
Colombo et al. also found that TA decay exhibited by TiO2

particles in water was well-described by second-order kinetics
(Fig. 4a),44 but Colombo et al. calculated a second-order rate
constant that was 5 times larger than the value obtained by
Rothenberger et al.,43 which was attributed to differences in the
excitation conditions – while Rothenberger et al.43 used a laser
system with 30 ps resolution, Colombo et al.44 used a system
with 150 fs resolution. Colombo et al.44 noted that more than
50% recombination occurred within the first 30 ps, which
would be missed by Rothenberger et al.43 due to their excitation
pulse duration, resulting in the underestimated second-order
rate constant. In addition, Colombo et al. found that a baseline
was needed to fit their kinetic data to second order kinetics,

indicative of a species with lifetime much longer than the time
range (o200 ps) observed experimentally. The long-lived spe-
cies was later identified as deep trapped electrons by applying
TAS in the diffuse reflectance mode to TiO2 powders.62

In contrast to first/second order recombination kinetics
reported in the above-mentioned literature, we observed that
under inert conditions, both photoexcited electrons (monitored
at 800 nm) and holes (monitored at 460 nm) in the anatase TiO2

film exhibited power-law decay kinetics, attributed to trapping–
detrapping limited motion of charge carriers (Fig. 4b).46 After
our work, power-law recombination kinetics has since been
repeatedly observed over Zns timescales after photoexcitation
of anatase TiO2.20,48,64,65 This is in stark contrast to the second
order kinetics observed by early studies described previously, as
compared in Fig. 4. It is noted here that the early studies that
observed first/second order kinetics monitored charge carrier
kinetics over rns timescales, whereas the later studies reporting
power-law kinetics monitored charge carrier kinetics over Zns
timescales. It might therefore be the case that recombination
occurs according to first/second-order kinetics during early
times (r ns), but evolves to power-law decay kinetics over
ns-timescales after photoexcitation. First/second order kinetics
suggests that recombination is in an analogous manner to one/
two reactant(s) in a solution, which may be a good model for
charge carrier behaviour over rns timescales. However, as the
concentration of charge carriers reduces as a result of recombi-
nation, and the motion of electrons becomes limited by trap–
detrapping between mid-gap states and the conduction band
(CB), the kinetics progresses to a power-law decay. Generally,
first order kinetics occurs when there is only one reactant that
reacts with one type of charge, second order kinetics occurs
when there are two reactants, and power-law kinetics occurs for
recombination limited by trapping–detrapping of electrons and
holes. Common kinetic models for describing electron–hole
dynamics have been discussed in more depth elsewhere,15 there-
fore will not be further detailed here.

3.2 Reactions between charge carriers and chemicals on
metal oxides

More importantly in the context of photocatalysis, TAS has been
applied to understand the interplay between interfacial charge
transfer and chemical reactions. Colombo et al. studied the
effect of SCN� hole scavenger on charge carrier kinetics in P-25
TiO2.45 The rise of the photoelectron signal (o200 fs) at 620 nm
was found to be unaffected by SCN�,45 which indicated that the
hole scavenger did not affect the electron trapping timescale.
This is expected because charge carrier trapping is an intrinsic
process that should not be affected by the surrounding environ-
ment. However, in the presence of SCN� the initial intensity of
the TA signal was greater, and the subsequent decay kinetics
was slower. It was thus concluded that interfacial hole transfer
between TiO2 and SCN� was in competition with charge
recombination.

The above finding that hole transfer from TiO2 to SCN� is
in competition with charge carrier recombination cannot
be generalised to other photocatalytic systems. This is

Fig. 4 Exemplar TA kinetic traces of TiO2 exhibiting (a)44 second-order
kinetics and (b)46 power-law kinetics. Panel (a)44 shows second-order
kinetic fitting to experimental data acquired at different excitation fluences
(labelled in the plot with units of photon absorbed per TiO2 cluster). Panel
(b)46 shows overlapped decay of holes (solid trace) and electrons (dashed
trace) under an argon atmosphere. As the only process consuming
photoexcited charge carriers is recombination under inert conditions,
the decay exhibited by electrons and holes is identical in panel (b). The
inset in (b) is a log–log plot of the decay trace. Linearity of the kinetic trace
on the log–log plot demonstrates power-law kinetics. The different TA
kinetics exhibited by TiO2 over different timescales (ons timescales in (a)
and 4ns timescales in (b)) suggest charge carrier behaviour is evolving
over time. It is possible that recombination occurs in an analogous manner
to one/two reactant(s) in a solution over ons timescales, resulting in first/
second order kinetics. As the concentration of charge carriers reduces due
to recombination, the motion of photoexcited charges becomes limited
by trapping–detrapping events, which result in power-law kinetics. Part (a)
was reproduced from ref. 44, with permission from Elsevier, copyright
1995. And (b) was reproduced from ref. 46, with permission from American
Chemical Society, copyright 2008.
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well-exemplified in a later work we conducted. We used TAS
to deduce that oxygen production from water splitting over
anatase TiO2 required holes with lifetime in the order of
seconds, which was much slower than the recombination
kinetics we observed in the absence of efficient scavengers.46

Similarly, Cowan et al. attributed the low quantum yield
observed for oxygen production from water splitting over TiO2

to fast recombination, which dominates the consumption of
photoexcited charge carriers over timescales that successfully
compete with interfacial charge transfer for water oxidation.20

Similar to the findings for TiO2, Pesci et al. found that O2 was
readily evolved upon illumination of WO3 in the presence of
AgNO3 but was slowly consumed when only water is present.
Together with the observation that more than 95% of charge
carriers recombined within 10 ms under inert conditions, whilst
AgNO3 extended the lifetime of holes to the ms–s timescale, it
was deduced that long-lived holes with ms–s lifetimes are
required for water oxidation over WO3.50 It is believed that
Ag+ ions here worked as an electron scavenger following the
reaction Ag+ + WO3(e�/h+) - Ag + WO3(h+); thus long lived
holes were achieved. A similar phenomenon can likely be
expected when the reduction potential of the added species is
more positive than the proton reduction potential. The com-
bined results suggest that long-lived holes are a requirement
for photocatalytic water oxidation regardless of the material,
likely a consequence of the fact that four holes are needed for
complete water oxidation to O2, and a long time is required for
water molecules to (consecutively) come into contact with four
photoexcited holes.

The above described work demonstrates that long-lived
holes are essential for O2 production from water splitting,
and highlights that strategies such as co-catalyst loading are
crucial in photocatalysis to promote electron–hole separation
and enhance chemical reactions.66,67 Although the suppressed
recombination has been well correlated with higher photocatalytic
activity for various reactions in a range of photocatalysts,68–71 it is
important to note that a longer charge carrier lifetime does not
guarantee better photocatalytic activity. Sieland et al. found that
although the photocatalytic degradation of NO was more efficient
for TiO2 samples with a longer charge carrier lifetime, acetalde-
hyde degradation was independent of charge carrier lifetime for
the same samples, because acetaldehyde strongly adsorbs to
TiO2 whereas NO adsorbs relatively weakly, and charge transfer
between TiO2 and acetaldehyde was fast enough to be unaf-
fected by charge carrier lifetimes observed over ms-timescales.72

Interestingly, Sieland et al. found that longer charge carrier
lifetimes in TiO2 actually correlated with lower photocatalytic
conversion of acetaldehyde, although the actual reason was not
clear.73 Patrocinio reported that their TiO2 sample exhibiting
faster recombination had higher efficiencies for photocatalytic
oxidation, attributed to its larger surface area that offsets
poorer electronic properties.74 However, interestingly, the
sample surface area had little effect on H2 evolution, and the
efficiency of electron transfer (ET) from TiO2 to platinum
co-catalysts was the primary factor affecting photocatalytic
performance for H2 evolution.74 In another detailed study,

Wang et al. used TAS to investigate charge carrier kinetics in
dense and mesoporous anatase and rutile TiO2 films, and
found that although photoexcited charge carriers were longer-
lived in rutile under inert conditions, anatase was more photo-
catalytically active,48 as will be rationalised below. It was found
that charge carrier recombination was independent of sample
morphology, but the mesoporous films unsurprisingly
exhibited significantly higher photocatalytic activity than the
dense samples, attributed to the larger surface area of the
mesoporous samples.48 All subsequent discussions will focus
on the mesoporous films. TAS revealed that in the presence of
methanol, holes in anatase were almost completely scavenged
over the pre-ms timescale, but only about 2/3 of holes in rutile
were scavenged before 10 ms. In addition, the half-life of
electrons increased in the presence of methanol from 100 ms
to 0.7 s for anatase TiO2 but only increased marginally for
rutile, which was interpreted as that methanol oxidation over
rutile was readily reversible, therefore relatively ineffective at
extending the electron lifetime. It was thus deduced that the
comparatively high photocatalytic activity for dye reduction
over mesoporous anatase was due to rapid and irreversible
scavenging of holes by alcohol, which extended the electron
lifetime sufficiently for dye reduction to take place with a 62%
quantum yield. The electron lifetime was extended to a lesser
extent in rutile; therefore, its dye-reduction activity was lower
(1.9% quantum yield). Furthermore, no dye reduction took
place in the absence of hole scavengers, attributed to dye
reduction requiring a longer time than recombination time-
scales in the absence of hole scavengers.48 One of the main
findings of this study is similar to our findings described
earlier,46 in that the use of scavengers to extend the lifetime
of electrons/holes is essential for photocatalytic reduction/
oxidation reactions with slow kinetics. Also, the study by Wang
et al.48 highlighted that charge carrier lifetimes measured
under inert conditions do not necessarily correlate with photo-
catalytic activity, but TAS studies in the presence of hole
scavengers revealed that for good photocatalytic activity, the
time it takes for interfacial charge transfer must be comparable
to the charge carrier lifetime. Similar to the work by Wang
et al.,48 Sachs et al.76 also investigated the effect of morphology
on charge carrier behaviour in anatase and rutile TiO2, and
found that dense and mesoporous samples exhibit similar TA
decay kinetics, taken to indicate that surface-mediated recom-
bination was insignificant, which was identified as a potential
key factor contributing to the good photocatalytic performance
of TiO2.75

3.3 Polymeric materials

Following recent intensive studies on graphitic carbon nitride
(g-CN) as a metal-free photocatalyst, TAS has been extensively
applied to understand charge carrier behaviour in various g-CN
based materials. However, in contrast to TiO2, systematic
studies on the absorption characteristics of photoexcited
charge carriers in g-CN are limited, and there is significantly
more variability in the literature reports of TA characteristics
of g-CN, as will become evident through later discussions.
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There has been evidence that positive TAS signals around 510
and 700 nm are primarily due to photoexcited holes and
electrons in g-CN, respectively.76 However, a separate thorough
TAS investigation of g-CN did not conclusively determine the
absorption characteristics of holes in g-CN, while positive TAS
signals in the visible and near-IR regions were suggested to be
dominated by electrons.77

More interestingly, different amounts of negative and posi-
tive contributions to the TAS signal of g-CN have been reported,
with direct consequences on photocatalytic behaviour. TAS was
first applied to study g-CN in 2015, and the TA signals after
388 nm excitation were found to be dominated by negative
contributions from stimulated emission up to the longest
measured time-delay of 1.5 ns.78 As only negative signals were
observed throughout the entire probe wavelength range of 450–
700 nm, and stimulated emission has the same physical origin
as spontaneous emission observed in photoluminescence (PL),
the kinetic curves obtained from TAS and time-resolved PL were
integrated over the entire wavelength range and combined into
one kinetic trace for analysis. Power-law kinetics was observed
to span from ps timescales to at least ms timescales. Upon
theoretical considerations which are not detailed here, the
empirically observed kinetics was attributed to geminate
recombination of charge carriers that predominately move
along the interplanar direction.78 This is in contrast to the
first/second order decay observed for TiO2 over similar
timescales.43,44 However, in the same year, Lan et al.79 and
Ye et al.80 reported positive TAS signals for g-CN, as shown in
Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. Lan et al. found that their TA
kinetics observed over ns timescales was well-fitted by a single
exponential decay function with a time-constant of 130.3 ns,79

as shown by the red trace in Fig. 5(a). However, one can see
from Fig. 5(a) that the kinetics is initially dominated by a
negative signal which rapidly becomes positive over the ns
timescale; therefore, these data do not contradict the negative
TAS signals observed by Merschjann et al. over sub-ns time-
scales. On the other hand, no negative region can be seen in
Fig. 5(b) at all, which could be due to the rns negative signal
region being missed as a result of the ms time-resolution.
Consistent with the conjecture that the TA signal is negative
over rns timescales but positive over longer timescales, we
observed that g-CN exhibited a negative TAS signal in the visible
region that persisted for beyond 5 ns after photoexcitation
(Fig. 5(c)), but only a positive TAS signal was observed in the
visible region over Zms timescales (Fig. 5(d)), which was
preliminarily attributed to photoelectrons.77 Also, recently we
directly observed negative TA signals becoming positive over
the ns timescale for g-CN, as shown by the ref-g-C3N4 trace in
Fig. 5(e).81 The negative TAS signals exhibited by g-CN over rns
timescales are in stark contrast to TiO2, which showed only
positive signals over all timescales after photoexcitation.

Following from the above, the evolution of the TA signal for
g-CN over the ns-timescale can be rationalised with a trapping
model proposed by us, in which electrons in shallow emissive
states close to the CB are in thermal equilibrium with deeply
trapped electrons.77 It was proposed that upon photoexcitation,

shallow emissive states become populated, and electrons in
these states may undergo radiative recombination or become
deeply trapped with energy losses around 1 eV, as shown by the
schematic in Fig. 5(f).77 As such, it is plausible that immediately
after photoexcitation electrons mainly reside in shallow
emissive states, resulting in negative TAS signals over sub-ns
timescales, but most of these electrons become deeply trapped
over the ns timescale, resulting in positive TAS signals over
longer times. This is consistent with our recent observation that
there are significant negative contributions to the TA kinetics of
g-CN (monitored with 660 nm probe) at time delays of o50 ns,
which was used to deduce that the lifetime of electrons in

Fig. 5 Transient absorption (TA) characteristics of g-CN. (a)79 Kinetics
monitored at 500 nm after 355 nm excitation, (b)80 kinetics monitored at
700 nm after 410 nm excitation (black line), (c)77 spectra at rns timescales
after 355 nm excitation, (d)7 spectra at 4ns timescales after 355 nm
excitation, and (e)81 kinetics monitored at 660 nm after 355 nm excitation.
Panel (f)77 is a schematic of dynamic equilibrium between electrons in
shallow emissive states (EM) and trapped charge separated states (CS), with
the electrons becoming trapped deeper with increasing time (darkening
shade of red). Further note: the red trace in (a) is a single-exponential fit to
the data (time-constant = 130.3 ns). The green trace in (b) is TA kinetics for
protonated g-CN. Legends in panels (c) and (d) represent the time-delay.
The ref-g-C3N4 trace in (e) corresponds to the standard g-CN sample, and
the def-g-C3N4-1/2/5 traces correspond to samples ultrasonicated for
1/2/5 hours to introduce defects. The unidirectional arrows in (f) represent
interfacial ET events. Overall, TAS in g-CN evolves from negative with
ns-resolution (panel a, and detailed information in panel c) to positive with
ms-resolution (panel b and detailed information in panel d) after photoexcita-
tion. Panel (e) shows the transfer of the standard g-CN (ref-g-C3N4) as a
photoanode exhibiting positive TAS signals to defective g-CN as a photo-
cathode exhibiting significant negative TAS signals. The scheme in panel (f)
suggests that electrons in shallow EM mostly become deeply trapped in
charge separated states (CS) over ms timescales, and these deeply trapped
electrons do not have enough reducing potential to be transferred to surface
electron-accepting species. Fig. 5a is reproduced from ref. 79, with permis-
sion from The Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2015. Fig. 5b, c and d are
reproduced from ref. 80, 77 and 81, with permission from American Chemical
Society, copyright 2015, 2017 and 2020, respectively.
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shallow emissive states was o50 ns.81 The significance of these
positive and negative TAS signals for photocatalysis will be
explored in the next section.

In contradiction to the above discussions, Zhang et al.
reported positive TAS signals for g-CN between 510 and
650 nm over ps timescales after 450 nm excitation, and between
470 and 700 nm after 395 nm excitation.82 Also, Corp et al. only
observed a negative TAS signal between 420 and 550 nm over ps
timescales (up to 5 ns) after 365 nm excitation, whilst a positive
signal was prominent for wavelengths 4600 nm.83 To rationa-
lise these observations, we speculate that the relative energetic
positions and distributions of the emissive states might be
different in the g-CN samples prepared in different studies,
resulting in a slightly different wavelength at which negative
contributions from stimulated emission exactly cancel with
positive contributions from excited-state absorption. Furthermore,
whilst the spectra recorded ps after photoexcitation reported by
Corp et al.83 and ms after photoexcitation reported by Godin
et al.77 (Fig. 5(c)) were qualitatively similar, in that a negative
signal was observed at shorter wavelengths and an increasing
positive signal towards longer wavelengths in the near-IR
region, the spectra reported by Zhang et al.82 are drastically
different from both. This could be attributed to the different
sample preparation methods adopted in the different studies –
while Corp et al.83 and we77 dispersed g-CN samples in water,
Zhang et al.82 thermally treated g-CN in aqueous tetraethylam-
monium hydroxide at 100 1C to obtain a stable transparent
colloid solution. The colloid solution obtained82 appear to
quench the TA signal at longer probe wavelengths, which could
either be due to the states responsible for the positive TA signal
at near-IR wavelengths being eliminated or ultrafast (sub-ps)
charge transfer to tetraethylammonium hydroxide. We thus
highlight that the sample preparation conditions are an impor-
tant factor in TAS measurement and interpretation.

COFs are a group of increasingly popular polymeric
photocatalysts,84 to which TAS has been applied to provide a
variety of insights into charge carrier behaviour. Exciton–
exciton annihilation has been identified in COFs,85,86 and
Jakowetz et al. proposed that free charges were generated upon
exciton–exciton annihilation, which then become trapped
charges with lifetimes in the order of tens of microseconds.85

More extensively, TAS has been used to elucidate charge
dynamics in donor–acceptor (D–A) COF assemblies, including
ultrafast ET from donors to acceptors and the lifetimes of
resulting excited states.87–90 However, the role of processes
and photoexcited species reported in the literature has not
been thoroughly investigated in the context of photocatalysis,
which we note might be a worthwhile future study. Many above-
mentioned literature studies reported boron-containing
COFs,86–88,90 while an imine-based COF was also reported.85

A notable subgroup of COFs, covalent triazine frameworks
(CTFs), have also been relatively extensively investigated using
TAS.91–94 For example, Yang et al. used TAS to deduce that the
incorporation of a rhenium complex onto the CTF extended
the charge recombination time from 19.4 ps in unmodified CTF
to 171 ps in Re-CTF.91 Similarly, Zhang et al. used TAS to

measure the photoexcited lifetime of a novel CTF system,
determined to be 0.3764 ps.92 However, the implication of this
lifetime on photocatalysis was not made clear. In addition, the
stability of CTF under strong laser pulses is a concern which
could limit the reproductivity of these studies.

Another group of polymer-containing photocatalysts are
metal organic frameworks (MOFs), to which TAS has similarly
been applied to elucidate the behaviour of photoexcited
charges, including charge transfer between different building
blocks of MOFs and lifetimes of photoexcited species.95–98 For
example, Laurier et al. used TAS to deduce that long-lived holes
with a lifetime of c.a. 2 ms were generated on the linkers of a
series of Fe(III)-MOFs.96 Solutions containing only Fe(III) groups
or linkers exhibited no TAS signal at 0.4 ms after 355 nm
excitation,96 which might be indicative of ultrafast recombination
in the absence of interaction between Fe(III) groups and linkers.

3.4 Rationalising photocatalytic activity of typical polymers

It has repeatedly been observed that g-CN samples with a larger
amount of long-lived positive TAS signals exhibit lower photo-
catalytic activity; these signals were accordingly attributed to
less active deeply trapped charge carriers.77,100 Kuriki et al.
provided direct evidence that positive TAS signals in the visible
to near-IR region corresponded to deeply trapped electrons. It
was found that Ag-loaded g-CN exhibited faster TA decay
kinetics than g-CN, attributed to electron scavenging by Ag.101

The accelerated decay was less pronounced at shorter probe
wavelengths, suggesting that deeply trapped electrons were less
able to be transferred to Ag; thus there was less difference in the
decay kinetics between Ag-loaded and pure g-CN at shorter probe
wavelengths.101 Given the observation that deeply trapped
electrons are less able to be transferred to Ag from g-CN, it is
unsurprising that samples with a higher concentration of deep
trapped electrons, identified by long-lived (4ms) positive TAS
signals, have lower photocatalytic activity, as more charges
become deactivated by deep trapping rather than contribute
to interfacial charge transfer required for photocatalysis to
take place.77

Different from the long-lived charge carriers (4ms) in g-CN
which are deeply trapped and negatively contribute to the
photocatalytic activity, Lan et al. found that short-lived charges
(ns timescales) observed with the 500 nm probe were positively
correlated with photocatalytic activity for Rhodamine B
degradation.79 Furthermore, Lan et al. found that these short-
lived charge carriers with ns lifetimes obeyed single-exponential
decay kinetics, while both Walsh et al.100 and our group77

observed power-law decay kinetics over long timescales (Z ms).
This suggests that positive TAS signals observed over ns time-
scales and Zms timescales likely correspond to intrinsically
different charge carriers, with those observed over ns timescales
being more photocatalytically active. We speculate that the
positive signals observed over ns timescales are excitonic in
nature, which is expected to exhibit single-exponential decay
kinetics in the absence of exciton–exciton annihilation, and
these excitons later separate and become deeply trapped over
4ns timescales. However, we monitored the TA kinetics of g-CN
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over ns–ms timescales but did not identify a single-exponential
decay component after the initially negative TAS signal became
positive. Instead, we observed that the positive TAS signal obeyed
a power-law decay from c.a. 50 ns after photoexcitation.81 This
difference might be due to the different g-CN preparation
methods adopted in the different studies – whereas Lan et al.
calcined melamine at 550 1C for 4 hours, we heated DCDA at
600 1C for 20 minutes.

Very recently, we observed that the TAS signal of g-CN that
behaved as a photoanode was drastically different from that of
g-CN that exhibited photocathode behaviour for water
splitting.81 This was rationalised using the previously identified
two distinct populations of electrons – those that are in shallow
emissive states close to the CB responsible for negative TA
signals and those that are deeply trapped responsible for
positive TA signals. It was observed that the photoanode
material exhibits negative TAS signals which became positive
over ns timescales after photoexcitation (the ref-g-C3N4 trace
in Fig. 5e), whilst the photocathode material maintained a
significant negative TAS signal tens of microseconds after
photoexcitation (the def-g-C3N4-1 trace in Fig. 5e). We thus
concluded that the lifetime of shallow trapped electrons
was extended by 3 orders of magnitude in the photocathode
compared to the photoanode. This is consistent with the
observed photoelectrode properties of these materials, i.e. the
photocathode material had a significant population of long-
lived electrons with high reducing potentials to facilitate
reduction reactions, whereas the photoanode mainly contained
deeply trapped electrons from ns-timescales onwards after
photoexcitation. In addition, these deeply trapped electrons
were incapable of partaking in reduction reactions for water
splitting.81

Other polymeric materials mentioned in the previous section
have more straightforward links between photocatalytic activity
and TAS results. For CTFs, longer TAS lifetime normally
corresponds to higher photocatalytic activity. For example, a
recent study found that CTF with higher crystallinity possessed
longer lifetime of photoexcited charge carriers; therefore, it was
deduced that CTF with higher photocatalytic hydrogen evolution
activity could be attributed to their higher crystallinity
structure.93 Also, Guo et al. used TAS to compare charge carrier
kinetics in a donor–acceptor (D–A) CTF system and a D–A1–A2
(dual acceptor) CTF system, and found the charge carrier life-
time to be extended by a factor of c.a. 3 in the D–A1–A2 system.
A more efficient charge separation and subsequent suppressed
recombination was used to rationalise the high quantum yield
and good photocatalytic H2 evolution rates exhibited by the
D–A1–A2 system.94

Similar to other materials, MOFs exhibiting slower TA decay
kinetics can be interpreted as possessing longer-lived excited-
states, leading to higher photocatalytic activity.96,98 However, as
before, alternative interpretations of TA signals are possible.
Yan et al. used TAS to observe charge transfer between the two
building blocks of a MOF consisting of Eu(III)2 clusters and
Ru(phen)3-derived ligands. The decay of ESA in the MOF was
found to be significantly faster than that in the pure ligand,

therefore was interpreted as ET from the ligands to Eu(III)2

clusters with a time constant of 1.2 ns.95 In addition, the
recovery of a GSB signal was interpreted as back ET from the
Eu(III)2 clusters to the ligand, which occurred over timescales
c7 ns. This comparatively slow back ET was used as an
evidence for effective charge separation in the MOF, which
enabled efficient photocatalytic CO2 reduction.95 Also, interestingly
Ma et al. found that for a series of UiO-66-NH2 MOFs with
controlled structural defects, TA lifetimes were inversely corre-
lated with photocatalytic H2 evolution from water splitting, with
the sample exhibiting the fastest relaxation time possessing the
highest photocatalytic activity.99 This is similar to observations
sometimes made for other photocatalysts discussed earlier. Ma
et al. interpreted the faster relaxation time to be indicative of
higher charge separation efficiency,99 analogous to the transfer
of photoexcited electrons from ligands to Eu(III)2 clusters men-
tioned earlier.95 However we speculate that the faster relaxation
time reported99 could alternatively be due to faster interfacial
charge transfer from the MOF to surface-adsorbed species, as
their TAS were performed under ambient conditions and it was
not clear whether any solvents were used.

4. Complementary investigation by
TRIR

As a visible-NIR probe is usually employed in TAS, this technique
does not yield significant structural information on the various
chemical states/intermediates involved and is hindered by spectral
overlap of different contributions outlined in Section 2. Contrary to
TAS, TRIR signals do not usually have contributions from GSB and
SE, because most photocatalysts have a bandgap (related to GSB) in
the visible/UV region and exhibit photoluminescence (related to SE)
in the visible region. As such, using TRIR the dynamics of photo-
excited charges can be directly monitored without unwanted
contributions from GSB and SE. Apart from monitoring photo-
excited charges, TRIR is also useful for investigating molecular and
materials dynamics, in particular to study connections between
photoinduced charge transfer and structural/vibrational changes
associated with reaction intermediates. Compared with TAS,
relatively fewer studies on heterogeneous photocatalysis have been
carried out using TRIR due to its complexity. This section is devoted
to discussing the application of TRIR in heterogeneous photo-
catalysis with respect to the limited references, and underlines the
significance and challenges faced in the observation of reaction
intermediates using TRIR.

4.1 TRIR studies on intrinsic photocatalysts

TRIR has been used to examine reaction intermediates and
photoexcited charge carriers in intrinsic semiconductor photo-
catalysts, in particular inorganic materials. In a recent study on
a TiO2 anatase nanoparticle film using TRIR, Weng et al.
reported that the energy levels within the CB were almost
continuously distributed, and the energy levels within the CB
had enough vacancies to accept the photoexcited electrons.102

The Fermi level of anatase TiO2 nanoparticles was determined
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to be 1.41 eV below the CB by TRIR, and the lowest trap state
level was 0.86 eV above the Fermi level or 0.55 eV below the CB.
More than 20 trap states were also found beneath the Fermi
level, and 7 localized excited states below the CB. This case of
study demonstrated that TRIR is capable of systematically
characterizing midgap energy levels in semiconductor photo-
catalysts. In addition, the near IR spectroscopy can also provide
complementary information to TRIR,103 in which we found that
the free or shallow trapped photoelectrons in TiO2 could be
monitored readily using near IR spectroscopies.

Higher photocatalytic activity was found for mixed-phase
TiO2 of anatase and rutile compared to their pristine composi-
tions, which was proposed to be related to charge separation
between the two phases. However, there has been extensive
discussion regarding the charge transfer direction between
anatase and rutile. Some researchers hold the point that
electron migration occurs from rutile to anatase,104–107 while
others believe the transfer direction is from anatase to
rutile.108–111 Investigation to clarify this was performed using
TRIR. Li et al. tested the kinetics of photoinduced electrons on
anatase, rutile, and anatase–rutile mixed phase TiO2 under
vacuum or methanol vapor using TRIR. They found that in
mixed phase TiO2, photogenerated electrons in the CB and
shallow trap states of anatase transferred to rutile within 50 ns
after excitation, and methanol hole scavenger enhanced this
transfer by prolonging electron lifetimes. However, the author
claimed that due to complicated energy levels and trapped
states in mixed phase TiO2, the ET from rutile to anatase could
be not excluded.112

TRIR has also been utilized to study the ion dynamics in
solids such as halide perovskites. Oliver et al. examined the role
of the organic formamidinium cations in formamidinium lead
iodide perovskite. Formamidinium cation reorientation was
observed to occur with time constants of 470 � 50 fs and
2.8 � 0.5 ps. The rapid reorientation ruled out the existence of
long-lived (anti)-ferroelectric species, and was likely explained
by large polaron formation or Rashba splitting.113 Schaller et al.
studied the heat dissipation in both CH3NH3PbI3 and
(CH)N2H4PbI3 films upon high energy density optical excitation
and observed inter-sub-lattice thermal equilibration on time-
scales ranging from hundreds of ps to a couple of ns by
TRIR.114 Asbury et al. examined the structural origins of the
long charge carrier lifetimes of halide perovskites, suggesting
that the slow charge recombination was due to the formation of
energetic barriers, which hindered wavefunction overlap of
oppositely charged carriers in large polaron states.115

4.2 TRIR studies on the effect of cocatalysts and reaction
intermediates

Cocatalyst loading can facilitate charge separation and change
the reaction pathway, intermediates, and charge states. The
effect of different cocatalysts on charge separation and reaction
intermediates can be monitored by TRIR. The effect of
inorganic and molecular cocatalysts and their influence on
the reaction pathways will be addressed in this section.

In LaTiO2N, the lifetime of excited electrons can be
enhanced with deposition of either cobalt oxide (CoOx) or
IrO2, as elucidated by TRIR spectroscopy using absorbance at
2000 cm�1 as a typical signal of excited electrons (Fig. 6a). It is
suggested that both CoOx and IrO2 play a role in separating the
photogenerated electrons from holes. In particular, the relative
concentration of holes and electrons in LaTiO2N changed
significantly upon CoOx loading by capturing holes rapidly
within a few ps, and thus prolonged the lifetimes of electrons
up to the order of seconds. This explains the higher photo-
catalytic performance of LaTiO2N modified with CoOx for the
oxygen evolution reaction than that modified with IrO2.116 The
behaviour of photogenerated electrons and holes on Pt
coloaded LaTiO2N was also compared with CoOx coloaded
LaTiO2N using TRIR (Fig. 6b). Different from CoOx coloaded
LaTiO2N, Pt was proved to capture photogenerated electrons
within 100 ms.117

The decay kinetics of photogenerated electrons in Au/TiO2

generated upon 355 nm or 532 nm excitation has been mon-
itored by TRIR spectroscopy. Under 355 nm irradiation, the

Fig. 6 TRIR results on the effect of cocatalysts and charge kinetics. (a)
Decay of photogenerated electrons on LaTiO2N with and without cocatalysts,
monitored at 2000 cm�1. Both cocatalysts CoOx and IrO2 play a crucial
role in separating the photogenerated electrons from holes, resulting in
the lifetime of electrons up to seconds timescale on the CoOx loaded
photocatalyst.116 (b) Decay of transient absorption for bare, CoOx and Pt-
loaded LaTiO2N photocatalysts measured in air monitored at 2000 cm�1,
indicating that the cocatalyst Pt can capture photoelectrons within 100 ms.117

(c) Normalized decay curves of TRIR absorption for the photoelectrons in P25
and different Au/TiO2 catalysts upon excitation by the 532 nm laser and
monitored at 1200 cm�1, where 1 wt % Au @ mA TiO2 means AuNPs 1% on
modified anatase TiO2, 1 wt % Au @ A/R TiO2 means AuNPs 1% on anatase/
rutile mixed TiO2, 10 wt % Au @ A/R TiO2 means AuNPs 10% on anatase/rutile
mixed TiO2 and 1 wt % Au @ P25 means Au 1% on P25. Electrons injected
from Au into TiO2 upon plasmon excitation show a lifetime of hundreds of
ms.118 (d) Traces at 2015 cm�1 for the TiO2 catalyst (red) and the TiO2 catalyst
in the presence of TEOA and CO2 (black) up to 10 ms (inset shows the rising
component),124 indicating that compared to the sample without TEOA/CO2,
the system with TEOA/CO2 showed long lived photoelectrons in TiO2 after
their injection from the bonded molecular catalyst, where the reduced
catalyst formed at 35 ns following by a slow rise (1.8 ms). (a, b, c and d) were
reproduced from ref. 116, 117, 118 and 124, with permission from American
Chemical Society, copyright 2012, 2014, 2019 and 2017, respectively.
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longer lifetime of photogenerated electrons observed in Au/
TiO2 compared to that in bare TiO2 was due to the enhanced
charge separation and the suppressed recombination by Au
nanoparticles. With 532 nm irradiation (Fig. 6c), long-lived
(hundreds of ms) electrons produced by electron injection from
Au into TiO2 upon plasmon excitation were detected. It is
therefore suggested that Au/TiO2 could be photocatalytically
activated under visible light irradiation, which is very appealing.
It was also found that the phase composition of TiO2 affected the
photogenerated electrons excited by UV light, while the injected
photoelectrons were not so sensitive to the phase composition
when excited by visible light, which depends on whether TiO2 is
directly excited or light absorption is due to surface plasma.118

Nanosecond transient IR spectra were acquired on Pt
deposited on C3N4 hollow spheres using the step-scan FTIR.
In the absence of scavengers, the transient IR signal was
observed around 200 ns, which was quenched with addition
of the electron scavenger, indicating that the signals were from
photoexcited electrons.119 Liu et al. prepared C3N4/TiO2 hetero-
junction samples with sub-15 nm size and unravelled using
TRIR that the lifetime of photogenerated carriers was
prolonged,120 compared to that of assembled TiO2/C3N4 hybrid
nanostructures.121 It was interpreted that TiO2 acted as the
bridge to photon-to-electron conversion. Overall, the solar-to-
hydrogen conversion efficiency was improved with an enhanced
apparent quantum yield (AQY) of 6.9% under 405 nm
irradiation.

Doping is another commonly adopted strategy for enhan-
cing photocatalytic activity. To understand the reason behind
the improved performances of doped photocatalysts, TRIR
plays an important role. Onish et al. examined the electron–
hole recombination kinetics in NaTaO3 photocatalysts doped
with Ca, Sr, Ba, and La using TRIR.144 Upon irradiation, the
NaTaO3 photocatalysts doped with the alkali earth elements
displayed monotonous IR absorption, which was assigned to
photoexcited electrons. The absorbance at time delays of 1 ms or
later was enhanced (Fig. 7c) following a decreasing order from
Sr, Ba to Ca. The same order of enhancement was observed for
H2 production rates. It was thus concluded that electron–hole
recombination was suppressed by the alkali earth element
dopants, with the degree of suppression decreasing from Sr,
Ba, to Ca. SrTiO3 photocatalysts doped with Rh and Sb have
also been studied by TRIR. The doped and undoped photo-
catalysts both exhibited TRIR signals due to photoexcited
electrons. The normalized absorbance decay is presented in
Fig. 7c. The recombination pathways were different during
early and later time delays. It was reported that within 1 ms
the recombination was related to the direct, geminate recom-
bination of electrons and holes, whilst over slower timescales,
trapping–detrapping cycles dominate, consistent with the TAS
results summarised earlier. These different recombination
pathways led to the decay rate being sensitive to the dopant
composition over fast timescales (o1 ms), but insensitive over
slow timescales (41 ms). As shown in Fig. 7d, Rh-doped SrTiO3

exhibited the fastest decay, supporting the role of Rh4+ as an
active centre for recombination, resulting in no photocatalytic

O2 production. The introduction of Sb changed the oxidation
state of Rh to 3+, resulting in delayed TRIR decay of the
photoexcited electrons, which suggest that Rh3+ retarded charge
recombination,145 thus allowing the sluggish O2 evolution reac-
tion to take place.

Fullerenes can be utilised as a component in artificial
photosynthetic systems, and their function as an electron
acceptor has also been clarified by TRIR. Lebedeva et al.
incorporated a C60–fullerene electron acceptor moiety into a
catecholate–Pt(II)–diimine photoactive dyad, which contained a
strong electron donor. After injection of a photoelectron to the
fullerene, the subsequent stabilisation of a charge-separated
state in a donor–acceptor assembly was achieved with a lifetime
of 890 ps.122

Molecular catalysts are also frequently attached to TiO2 or
NiO to promote photocatalytic activity. For instance, upon
attaching the phosphonated molecular catalyst [ReIBr(bpy)–
(CO)3]0 to TiO2, the visible-light-driven reduction rate of CO2

to CO was remarkably enhanced in dimethylformamide with
triethanolamine (TEOA) as a sacrificial electron donor.123 Using
TRIR spectroscopy, it was unveiled that electron injection from
the excited molecular catalyst to TiO2 was followed by rapid

Fig. 7 TRIR results on the reaction intermediates and doping. (a) The
vibrational spectrum of the transient chemical species produced during the
oxidation of 2-propanol. The Pt/TiO2 (P-25) in the solution was irradiated by
the 355 nm light pulse, where the growth of CQO was seen at 1700 cm�1

and the anion radical of acetone appeared around 1640 cm�1.139 (b)
Temporal profiles of intermediate t-butyl radical (1456 cm�1) and product
isobutane (1477 cm�1) for pivalic acid degradation on a Pt/TiO2 photocata-
lyst with fitting lines,140 (c) Normalized absorbance change was monitored
at 2000 cm�1 as a function of time delay. Nondoped photocatalyst SrTiO3

and doped photocatalysts with La of 2 mol%, Ca of 2 mol %, Sr of 2 mol %,
and Ba of 2 mol %. The absorbance at time delays of 1 ms or later was
enhanced due to doping following the order of Sr 4 Ba 4 Ca.144 (d) Infrared
absorbance was monitored at 2000 cm�1 as a function of the time delay on
doped SrTiO3. Rh-doped SrTiO3 exhibited the fastest decay, supporting the
role of Rh4+ as an active centre for recombination, while the introduction of
Sb showed delayed decay of the photoexcited electrons, suggesting that
Rh3+ retarded charge recombination.145 (a) is reproduced from ref. 139, with
permission from Springer, copyright 2005. Fig. 7(b) is reproduced from
ref. 140, with permission from Elsevier, copyright 2013. (Fig. 7c and d) are
reproduced from ref. 144 and 145, with permission from American Chemical
Society, copyright 2009 and 2013, respectively.
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(ps–ns) and efficient regeneration of the ReI center by the
attached TEOA ligand. Thereafter, a second ET occurred from
the TEOA radical cation to the molecular catalyst over the
course of 35 ns, producing the singly reduced [ReI(bpy�)(CO)3L]
species. Compared to the excited metal to ligand charge trans-
fer (MLCT) state on ZrO2 or in a homogeneous solution, the
photocatalytic activity increased when the molecular catalyst
was attached to TiO2. It could be explained by the slow charge
recombination and high oxidative power of the ReII species
after electron injection resulted in a more efficient reaction
with TEOA (Fig. 7d). It was suggested that TiO2 worked as an
electron reservoir that was able to accept, save, and give the
electrons back to the molecular catalyst and thus to help
complete the photoreduction of CO2.124–127 In addition, the
salt [nBu4N]2[Mo2(DAniF)2(TTh–CO2)2], where TTh–CO2

=2,20:50,200-terthienyl-5,500-dicarboxylate, has been attached to
TiO2 nanoparticles.128 A broad TRIR signal was observed for
the system and attributed to the photoinduced ET from the
adsorbate to TiO2.129–131 ET from the unrelaxed 1MLCT state of
the Mo2 complex to TiO2 occurs within 100 fs. Decay of the
TRIR signal for Mo2@TiO2 was fitted to obtain time constants
of 5 ps (t1), 50 ps (t2), B600 ps (t3), and the estimated lifetime
43 ns (t4). t1 may result from a reduced 1MT lifetime of the
bound species. t2 correlates with the cooling of the ‘‘hot’’
electron within the CB.132 Both t3 and t4 may be assigned to
back ET.133–135 Gibson et al. developed an integrated photo-
catalyst, where polypyridyl Ru(II) complexes were linked with
ester groups on the peripheral ligands and the photocatalyst was
loaded on a NiO substrate as a photocathode. TRIR studies for
the complexes immobilised on NiO surfaces detected depletion
of the carbonyl group and the 3MLCT excited state species,
demonstrating the rapid photoinduced ET from NiO to the
adsorbed photocatalyst. Besides, a signal was seen in the range
of 1750–1810 cm�1 within the excitation pulse, while its kinetics
and assignment were unclear due to weak intensity.136

As an alternative to molecular photosensitizers, colloidal
quantum dots (QDs) have also been used for building inor-
ganic–organic hybrid systems for photocatalysis as a cocatalyst,
charge acceptor or both.146 Tian et al. covalently linked a
rhenium bipyridine complex to CuInS2 QDs for photocatalytic
CO2 reduction.137 Within 300 fs after photoexcitation, the
reduced form of the Re catalyst was observed at 2012 cm�1,
which was red-shifted from the GS of the CO stretching band.
Compared to the mixture of the QDs and the Re catalyst, the
efficient ET in the covalently linked hybrid system led to the
enhanced photocatalytic activity for CO2 reduction. A similar
tendency was also reported in an earlier study by Lian et al. on
exciton dissociation dynamics of CdSe QDs adsorbed to
Re(CO)3Cl(dcbpy), and suggested ET from the semiconductor
QDs to the Re catalyst.138

TRIR is also very useful for obtaining ‘‘fingerprint’’ informa-
tion on reactive intermediate species by detecting the charac-
teristic band(s) involved. Some successful cases of using TRIR
for recognizing photocatalytic intermediates will be outlined.
Onishi et al. used TRIR to monitor the aqueous (D2O) phase
oxidation of 2-propanol on Pt/TiO2,139 where the growth of

CQO was observed at 1700 cm�1, and the anion radical of
acetone appeared around 1640 cm�1 and decayed within 4 ms
(Fig. 7a). Photodegradation of pivalic acid [(CH3)3CCOOH] on a
Pt/TiO2 photocatalyst was also studied by TRIR over ms to ms
timescales, where the t-butyl radical was detected at 1456 cm�1

and the product was analysed to be isobutane appearing at
1477 cm�1. The decay curve of the radicals could be fit using a
biexponential function with lifetimes of 7.3 and 180 ms. The
lifetime of 7.3 ms coincided with the growth of isobutane, while
the process correlating with 180 ms was uncertain (Fig. 7b).140

Frei probed two intermediates of water oxidation catalysed by
Co3O4; one was attributed to a surface superoxide (three-electron
oxidation intermediate absorbing at 1013 cm�1), and the other at
840 cm�1 to one-electron oxidation intermediate.141 On investi-
gating CH3NH3PbI3 planar-hetero-junction solar cells, Shigeto
had a chance to observe the cation species of the hole-
transporting material at 1485 cm�1 with a lifetime of 1.0 ms. This
intermediate is associated with interfacial charge recombination
and thus allows the charge recombination at the perovskite/
hole-transporting material interface to be studied.142 On the
other hand, a synthetic pyridylphosphole–appended [FeFe]hydro-
genase mimic was encapsulated inside a supramolecular zinc
porphyrin–based Fe4(Zn–L)6 metal–organic cage structure and
was investigated by TRIR. When selectively exciting the cage, the
mono–anion species at 1958 and 2022 cm�1 was seen by the TRIR
spectra, which is attributed to the photoexcited electron of the
porphyrin cage transferring to the encapsulated catalyst upon
irradiation.143

5. Conclusion and perspective

It has been demonstrated that TAS is a useful technique for
studying a range of aspects of charge carrier dynamics in a
variety of heterogeneous photocatalysts. Early TAS studies of
charge carrier behaviour in TiO2 demonstrated the ability of
this technique to track reaction intermediates and products
that absorb in the visible region. Subsequent massive research
elucidated that TAS is typically useful for identifying and
tracking intrinsic photoexcited charge carriers, allowing time-
scales for charge carrier trapping, recombination, and inter-
facial charge transfer to be monitored. Interestingly, we note
that (i) the fingerprints of photoholes vary between 450–500 nm
(e.g. TiO2 and WO3) and 550–600 nm (e.g. Fe2O3 and BiVO4) and
the fingerprints of photoelectrons increase with the wavelength
for metal oxide photocatalysts as well as for some polymers,
and (ii) recombination on the same photocatalyst is frequently
observed to obey first/second order kinetics over faster time-
scales (r ns), but power-law kinetics over slow timescales.

The spectroscopic profiles of photoexcited charge carriers
are determined by the electronic characteristics of the excited
photocatalyst including density of states and the transition
dipole moment between two states. In theory, these can be
determined computationally, and there have been some
successful attempts of calculating the absorption of various
photoexcited species.147,148 However, there are a very limited
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number of such computational studies, and we note that to
further our understanding of why different materials have
different excited spectroscopic characteristics, and to further
rationalise the effect of charge carriers with different
spectroscopic characteristics on photocatalytic activities, more
computational studies even with time resolution should be
carried out.

The application of TAS to newer photocatalytic systems
including multi-component COFs and MOFs allows rationalisation
of photocatalytic activity in terms of charge transfer and separation
between different components within these materials. In some
cases, longer-lived TAS signals, representing slower recombination,
directly correlate with better photocatalytic activity due to longer-
lived charge carriers, which have a higher chance of interacting
with surface-adsorbed chemical species.

It should be noted that the existence of long-lived charge
carriers is a necessary but not sufficient condition in determining
the photocatalytic activity. Poor interfacial charge transfer and
deep-trapped charge carriers can both lead to poor photocatalytic
activity even in the presence of rather long charge carrier lifetimes.
Similarly, we note that there is an apparent discrepancy in the
literature in that some studies reported that photocatalysts
exhibiting a longer charge carrier lifetime had higher photo-
catalytic activity due to reduced recombination, but others
reported that photocatalysts exhibiting a shorter charge carrier
lifetime had higher photocatalytic activity due to efficient charge
carrier transfer at the interface. We would like to point out that
there is no discrepancy for multi-component photocatalysts;
efficient charge transfer from one component to another prolongs
the lifetime of both electrons and holes due to charge separation,
but the lifetime of the charge that has undergone transfer at the
interface can appear shortened in TAS in the first component.
Furthermore, depending on the experimental conditions, a longer
charge carrier lifetime can be correlated with lower photocatalytic
activity. For example, this is expected to be the case if TAS is
monitoring the photoexcited species that undergo interfacial
charge transfer with reactants on the photocatalyst surface,
because faster interfacial charge transfer more effectively com-
petes against charge recombination. As such, we highlight that
careful experimental design is essential to allow reliable and
meaningful interpretation of the TAS data.

We would like to highlight that many TAS studies were
performed in transmission mode, but many newly developed
photocatalysts are opaque powders, for which diffuse reflectance
characterisation is desirable. Diffuse-reflectance TAS has been
applied to TiO2-based photocatalysts,149–153 but so far there has
been limited application of this technique to other photocataly-
tic systems, presumably due to (1) technical difficulties with
obtaining good-quality data using diffuse reflectance TAS and (2)
limited access to such specialised instrumentation. We highlight
the importance of more widespread application of diffuse reflec-
tance TAS to allow charge carrier dynamics in novel powder
photocatalysts to be elucidated.

Our discussions demonstrated that TRIR is a powerful
technique for examining the behaviour of photogenerated charge
carriers and for monitoring the formation of photocatalytic

intermediates and products. However, research efforts still need
to address the following points. It is noted that TRIR in principle
can sensitively observe reaction intermediates, but very limited
TRIR studies on heterogeneous processes have been reported.
There are significant challenges associated with monitoring reac-
tions occurring in aqueous solutions, since the solvent absorbs
strongly in the mid-infrared region and could annihilate signals of
interest for the photocatalytic reactions. Thus, efforts are needed
to combine TRIR with time-resolved Raman spectroscopy, which
could not only detect the organic functional groups,154 but also
probe the excited free electrons in the CB or the shallowly trapped
electrons appearing at lower wavenumbers. Secondly, we note
that for the study of organic molecular systems, experimental
TRIR/TAS spectra can be well interpreted with the help of
calculations.155,156 However, for heterogeneous photocatalytic sys-
tems the simulations are challenging due to the surface complex-
ity of the solid catalyst, still requiring substantial effort. Thirdly, to
achieve a sufficient solar energy conversion efficiency, researchers
are working to design photocatalysts which are active under
irradiation up to 600 nm or even longer. Accordingly, it is
important to optimise TRIR instruments using longer pump
wavelengths (for example up to 750 nm). Furthermore, TRIR
instruments should be improved to monitor operando photo-
catalytic reactions to further elucidate the transformation of the
intermediates under the real experimental conditions.

Furthermore, it is suggested to pay attention to coupling
TAS and TRIR to electrochemical or temperature-controlled
measurements. Electrochemical measurement coupled TAS is
usually used to characterize charge carrier dynamics in photo-
electrodes under different bias conditions, which has been
comprehensively reviewed recently.13 There are a very limited
number of studies on temperature-coupled TAS in the field of
heterogeneous photocatalysis. Notably, Utterback et al. found
that the exponent of the power law relaxation of CdS and CdSe
nanorods was temperature-independent, therefore ruled out
thermally activated recombination pathways and deduced that
the power-law recombination dynamics was due to slow trapped-
hole diffusion.157 Also, recently Maza et al. applied temperature-
dependent TAS to deduce rate constants and activation energies
associated with the initial reduction of linear perfluoroalkyl carbox-
ylates and perfluoroalkyl sulfonates by hydrated electrons.158

Therefore, we note that this method may similarly be applied to
deduce rate constants and activation energies associated with
heterogeneous photocatalysis. On the other hand, electrochemical
techniques are coupled with TRIR to validate the occurrence of ET
in the photocatalytic processes. For instance, the intramolecular ET
process for the dyad [Re(CO)3(Pic)Bpy–PdTPP][PF6] was supported
by cyclic voltammetry study, and ET from Pd(II) porphyrin to Re(I)
tricarbonyl bipyridine was monitored by TRIR.159 A self-assembled
complex was formed for the pyridyl-functionalized diiron dithiolate
complex (3) in the presence of zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP).
Ultrafast photoinduced ET from excited ZnTPP to complex 3 was
observed by TRIR. A cyclic voltammetry study was also performed
to test the influence of the axial–pyridine ligand on the redox
potentials of ZnTPP.160 In addition, TRIR tests were performed at
different temperatures. For instance, in the 150–300 K temperature
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range, the charge carriers in the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite film were
more spatially localized at higher temperatures and the charge
recombination rate determined by TRIR slowed more than an
order of magnitude.161

Finally, although TAS and TRIR could provide complementary
information to one another, these two techniques are seldom
integrated together to characterise novel photocatalysts. In parti-
cular, we highlight the potential of applying TRIR to monitor the
formation of reaction intermediates and free/shallow-trapped
charge carriers, and in parallel use TAS to monitor the behaviour
of free/deep-trapped charge carriers. Similarly, other time-resolved
spectroscopic techniques (e.g. time-resolved Raman and time-
resolved XUV) can provide complementary information to both
TAS and TRIR, as detailed in a recent review.15 In addition, near
IR spectroscopy can also provide complementary information to
both TAS and TRIR. It would be desirable to combine these
techniques in a single instrument, in which the optical pump is
coupled with a visible-NIR probe (TAS) as well as a near-mid-IR
probe, which would potentially allow charge carrier behaviour to
be directly correlated with chemical changes.

Overall, the photophysics elucidated by time-resolved spec-
troscopies is much more developed than the photochemistry,
which should be one key area of focus for future studies of
heterogeneous photocatalysis.
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